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PIONEERING THE SMARTHOME
Over the last decade, Lightwave has helped to pioneer a revolution in home heating, lighting and power control: the ‘smart
home’. Just a few years ago, the idea that your home could be enhanced by smartphone apps or voice control may have
seemed out of reach, but with Lightwave it is here today. Our latest generation of devices allows you to control lighting
scenes, turn off appliances, set temperatures, monitor your energy use, and even set ‘automations’ to turn devices on or off
automatically. And you can do all of this from anywhere using your smartphone, or even using your voice. All built into stylish
devices that look as though they just might deserve a place in your home.

DEVICES
Lightwave has developed a range of lighting, power and heating controls as well as a range of sensors that can detect open
windows, movement, or monitor energy. Every device is ‘modular’, so you can begin with just one and build your own smart
home to your own plan and timetable. All you need to get started is our smart hub: the Lightwave Link or Link Plus. This
allows you to control as many Lightwave devices as you need within a typical large house. Simply download the Lightwave
App to your smartphone and add your Lightwave devices. Every device is simple to use and also works manually like a traditional dimmer switch or socket; the hidden, in-built Lightwave technology is only there if and when you need it.
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STYLE
A smart home should also be a stylish home. Lightwave 1-4 gang dimmers and double sockets come in matching, metallic finishes
to suit your decor. They are adorned with informative, coloured LED status indicators that can be dimmed and customised to
a colour of your choice; match the LED colour of your dimmers and sockets to your wallpaper, or maybe colour code rooms or
functions? Soft start dimming creates a warm, gentle feel from the moment that you press a button.
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INTELLIGENCE
Lightwave devices don’t just look smart; they act smart too. Behind the sleek exterior, built-in Lightwave technology allows all of
our devices to communicate, via the Lightwave Link and Link Plus home hubs, with your smartphone or tablet. You can use the
Lightwave App anywhere to dim, turn devices on and off, and to control your heating. The App knows the status of your Lightwave devices, and how much power they are using allowing you to be confident that you didn’t leave anything on that shouldn’t
be. The ‘Automations’ feature is where Lightwave gets really clever: set favourite lighting scenes that can be recalled at the touch
of a button; create timers to automatically turn on lights when you are out or at dusk; explore ’groups’ which turns any Lightwave
dimmer switch into a magic switch that can turn on other dimmers and sockets together without wiring!
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AT YOUR COMMAND...
The second generation of Lightwave devices and Lightwave Link Plus have been purpose designed to be compatible with Apple’s HomeKit interface. This means that you can use the HomeKit App to monitor and control Lightwave dimmers, sockets and
heating controls. You can also use Siri, Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa to issue voice commands and set light levels, control
the heating, or turn appliances on and off. IFTTT compatibility allows you to integrate Lightwave with other 3rd party devices
by creating easy to use ‘recipes’; turn the lights on when the doorbell rings, or turn the lights on automatically once you arrive
home, for example.
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KEEPING YOU WARM
With Lightwave’s boiler controls and smart radiator valves you can access room-by-room control of your entire home’s heating
from anywhere. Monitor and set temperatures in real-time and create schedules that fit in with your lifestyle; enjoy a warm
welcome home on cold winter nights, or a toasty start to the day on a frosty winter morning. Why heat rooms you’re not using? If
you’re working late or you know you won’t be around for a few days, using your smartphone or tablet you can quickly and easily
turn down temperatures, or even turn them off completely; this means that your boiler is working less hard to heat your home and
you are saving energy. Use the Electric Switch to control electric radiators and towel rails, and include them in your central heating
schedules alongside your wet radiators.
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BUILT TO LAST
Lightwave devices are designed and built in the UK to high standards. We have unparalleled experience in the smart home
category, having established one of the first consumer home automation brands over 7 years ago. All our power sockets are
BS1364 certified, and our electronic dimmers are some of the most advanced available; they have been specially developed to
be compatible with dimmable LED lamps and automatically calibrate to adjust to the loads that are apportioned to them. All devices come with a full 2 year warranty, and should serve as an asset to any home. We can provide you with as much support and
advice as you need via our friendly support staff, and we can even recommend or provide installation options if you wish. www.
lightwaverf.com is also full of helpful advice and tips.
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SIMPLE TO INSTALL
Lightwave is the first comprehensive DIY smart home range in the UK. Every dimmer or plug socket has been designed so that it
looks, behaves and can be installed in exactly the same way as a standard socket or dimmer. Installation consists of a quick swapout using the same wires. No complex planning or alterations to the building fabric, or extra cabling is needed. It is legal to DIY
install Lightwave modules in your own home, and no special installation training is necessary. The Lightwave Link and Link Plus
smart hubs are all you need to control a large house, and these are plug & play. If you prefer someone to install your Lightwave
devices for you, wired units only require an installer to have a part p qualification to wire them, and the standard connections
should be familiar to any professional electrician.
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Lightwave is modular and flexible allowing you to begin with just a single dimmer and built up an entire smarthome.
It also has the extensive range of devices that would be expected in a complete smarthome system. Everything from
radiator valves, to 4 gang dimmers, to smart relays that can open doors or curtains automatically can be found as part of
our range, which also includes multiple metallic finishes.
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